A new interval model of linear equilibrium equations in mechanics is based on the algebraic completion of classical interval arithmetic and provides more realistic and accurate models involving interval uncertainties. It replaces straightforwardly a linear deterministic model by an interval model in terms of proper and improper intervals, fully conforms to the equilibrium principle, and provides sharper enclosure of a resultant force than the methods based on classical interval arithmetic. The present paper presents the interval algebraic approach to linear equilibrium equations and discusses its applications to some interval models of structures.
Introduction
Interval variables are widely used to represent non-probabilistic uncertainties in model parameters of various engineering problems, cf. Moens and Hanss (2011) . It is already well understood that the dependencies between model parameters in the deterministic problem formulation should be present in and be considered by the corresponding interval model. If not accounted for, the interval dependencies may cause a large overestimation of the true system response. Nowadays, the most successful approaches for overestimation reduction are those that relate the dependency of interval quantities to the physics of the problem being considered (Muhanna et al., 2013) .
The basic principle of static (or dynamic) equilibrium under general force systems is an essential prerequisite for many branches of engineering, such as mechanical, civil, aeronautical, bioengineering, robotics, and others that address various consequences of forces (Beer et al., 2010) . Recently, it was discussed by several authors that interval models of static equilibrium based only on classical interval arithmetic do not conform to the problem physics. A model of a bar subjected to multiple axial external loads, with different directions and uncertain load magnitudes varying within given intervals, is considered in Elishakoff et al. (2015) . Although the aim of providing interval model conforming to the principle of static equilibrium is not completely achieved by the proposed model and the proposed new interval operation, the paper demonstrates what are the challenges in this non-trivial task. A similar problem in the context of robotics is discussed in the IEEE P1788 working group on standardisation of interval arithmetic, (Mazandarani, 2015) . Since classical interval arithmetic, in its set-theoretic interpretation as developed in Moore (1966) , does not possess group properties with respect to addition and multiplication operations, we need a more general interval structure in order to provide a good interval model of equilibrium equations.
The engineering demand for more accurate models involving interval uncertainties has led to a new interval model of linear equilibrium equations in mechanics, proposed in Popova (2017a) . This model is based on the algebraic completion of classical interval arithmetic, called also Kaucher or generalised interval arithmetic. Modelling summation of vectors with different directions and interval magnitude, the proposed interval model is in full conformance with the physical meaning of static equilibrium. It is proven that this interval model always yields the narrowest interval enclosure of a resultant force. The work of Popova (2017a) is focused on justification of the proposed interval model in one dimension, comparison to the approach of Elishakoff et al. (2015) , and basic applications in computing resultant forces. Another study by Popova (2016) further develops the interval algebraic approach to models involving interval equilibrium equations by considering models of practical applications which reduce to systems of interval equilibrium equations where the number of the unknowns is equal to the number of the equations. The initial interval model is expanded by considering interval algebraic solution to the system of equilibrium equations, model properties are revealed and the quality of the interval algebraic solution is compared to the best interval solution enclosure obtained by classical interval arithmetic. The goal of the present paper is to summarise all achieved by now and to further illustrate the applicability of the interval model of linear equilibrium equations to models of statically indeterminate structures involving equilibrium equations with unknown forces and momenta. The solution of the planar frame model from Popova (2016) is completely rewritten here following two different goals.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents some basic notions and properties of the algebraic extension of classical interval arithmetic proposed in Kaucher (1980) . In section 3 we present the new interval model of linear equilibrium equations, the algebraic approach to systems of interval equilibrium equations involving as many unknowns as the number of the equations, and a methodology how to apply the interval algebraic approach when the number of equilibrium equations is less than the number of the involved unknown forces and momenta. Numerical applications to models of structures are developed in details in section 4. They illustrate the new interval model of linear equilibrium equations, its conformance to the equilibrium principle and the interval algebraic approach applied to equilibrium equations with unknown forces. Subsection 4.1 considers a statically determinate structure and illustrates a basic application of the interval algebraic approach to provide realistic and sharp interval enclosure of the unknown forces and/or momenta to be used in the subsequent computations. Subsection 4.2 considers two examples of a statically indeterminate structure. The first example demonstrates that the new interval model of linear equilibrium equations provides a realistic enclosure and should be used (instead of the equations in classical interval arithmetic) for verifying the quality of the interval enclosures of the unknowns obtained by any (also the classical) interval approach. The second example demonstrates the applicability of a hybrid interval approach to a model of statically indeterminate frame structure involving equilibrium equations with unknown forces and momenta. While the unknown momenta in this model are enclosed by the classical interval approach from the equations connecting the momenta and the material properties of the beams, the remaining unknown forces are estimated from the new interval equilibrium equations by the interval algebraic approach. This way both are achieved: sharp realistic enclosures of the unknown forces and momenta and their full conformance to the physics of static equilibrium. The article ends by some conclusions.
Algebraic completion of interval arithmetic
We assume that the reader is familiar with classical interval arithmetic (Moore, 1966; Moore et al., 2009) , and its properties.
The set of classical compact intervals Kaucher (1980) An element-to-element symmetry between proper and improper intervals is expressed by the "Dual" operator. Kaucher (1980) . A condensed representation of the arithmetic operations is derived in Dimitrova et al. (1992) . Thus,
Interval subtraction and division can be expressed as composite operations,
The restrictions of the arithmetic operations to proper intervals produce the familiar operations in the conventional interval space.
The generalised interval arithmetic structure possesses group properties with respect to the operations addition and multiplication.
The complete set of conditionally distributive relations for multiplication and addition of generalised intervals can be found in Popova (1998 Popova ( , 2001 ). Here we present only one that is usually used.
Addition operation in  is commutative and associative; associativity does not hold true in (interval) floating point arithmetic. Lattice operations are closed with respect to the inclusion relation; handling of norm and metric are very similar to norm and metric in linear spaces (Kaucher, 1980) . Some other properties and applications of generalised interval arithmetic can be found in Kaucher (1980) , Markov et al. (1996) , Popova (1998) , Popova (2001) , Popova and Ullrich (1996) , Shary (2002) and the references given therein.
For  a b , the percentage by which b overestimates a is defined by
Interval model of linear equilibrium equations
We denote forces and other vector quantities by underlining the letter used to represent it. This is necessary in order to distinguish vectors from the proper intervals, which are denoted by bold-face letters, and from the real-valued scalars. The magnitude of a vector will be denoted by the corresponding italic-face letter. The interval model of linear equilibrium equations in mechanics models summation of vectors with different directions and interval magnitude. The following theorem presents the model in one dimension.
Theorem 1 (Popova, 2017a) Consider a bar subjected to a finite number of loads
that may be applied in opposite directions and have uncertain magnitude (Figure 1 ). Assume that a coordinate system ( ) Ox is chosen. Then, 
N is the positive x axis, otherwise it is opposite to the positive x axis).
Strong proof that Theorem 1 provides sharpest enclosure of a resultant force and its reaction is given in Popova (2017a) along with a detailed discussion and examples.
In the deterministic case of two-(or three-) dimensional problems involving several forces, the determination of their resultant R is best carried out by first resolving each force into rectangular components (Beer et al., 2010) . Choosing a rectangular coordinate system ( Oxy ), with unit vectors , i j , any force vector F can be resolved into
F is positive when the vector component x F has the same direction as the unit vector i (i.e., the same direction as the positive x axis) and is negative when x F has the opposite direction. A similar conclusion may be drawn regarding the sign of the scalar component y F . When more than one force act on a particle (or a rigid body), it is important to determine the resultant force, i.e., the single force R which has the same effect on the particle as the given forces. The resultant force R is determined by:
1 choosing a rectangular coordinate system; 2 resolving the given forces into their rectangular components; 3 each scalar component ,
x y R R of the resultant R of several forces i F acting on a particle is obtained by adding algebraically the corresponding scalar components of the given forces. That is,
Basing on the above deterministic setting, the one dimensional interval algebraic model for computing a resultant force (and its reaction), developed in Popova (2017a) , can be applied transparently to two-and three-dimensional problems involving vector physical quantities. The interval model of linear equilibrium equations can be considered from a more general perspective. Assume that there is a deterministic model described by some equilibrium equation(s) that involve uncertain vector parameters varying within given proper intervals. Clearly, the unknowns in this model will be also uncertain and we search for proper intervals that are the sharpest interval enclosures of these unknowns and that conform to the physics of the problem (statics or dynamic equilibrium). Conformance to static (dynamic) equilibrium means that the intervals found for the unknowns when replaced in the equation(s) and all operations are performed results in true equality(ies).
Definition 3.1 (Ratschek and Sauer, 1982) : Interval algebraic solution to a (system of) interval equation (s) is an interval (interval vector) which substituted in the equation (s) and performing all interval operations in exact arithmetic (without round-off errors) results in valid equality(ies).
Interval algebraic solutions do not exist in general in classical interval arithmetic (Ratschek and Sauer, 1982) . Generalised interval arithmetic on proper and improper intervals ( , , , )     is the natural arithmetic for finding algebraic solutions to interval equations since it is obtained from the arithmetic for classical intervals ( , , , ,/, ) IR     via an algebraic completion. This is another justification of the proposed interval algebraic approach. Therefore, we embed the initial problem formulation in the interval space ( , , )    , find an algebraic solution (if exists) and interpret the obtained generalised intervals back in the initial interval space  . This is a three steps procedure summarised below. Markov (1999) , Popova (1998 ), Shary (2002 . Numerical methods finding the algebraic solution to an interval linear system are discussed in Markov et al. (1996) , Markov (1999) , Shary (2002) , Sainz et al. (2014) . For small systems, the approach based on equivalent algebraic transformations is transparent and will be used in this paper. If the deterministic model involves more unknowns than the number of equilibrium equations, other relations are obtained from the information contained in the statement of the problem. In this case (illustrated by the Example 3 below) the following hybrid approach should be applied. Let the number of the equilibrium equations be k and the number of the unknown quantities be n , > n k . From the statement of the problem we find n k  additional relations involving (some of) the unknowns.
a. If the n k  additional relations involve n k  of the n unknowns, by methods of classical interval analysis find interval enclosures of these n k  unknowns. Then replace the obtained interval enclosures in the interval model of the equilibrium equations and find the algebraic solution with respect to the remaining k unknowns.
b. Let n k  additional relations involve n k q   of the unknowns. We consider q of the k equilibrium equations together with the n k  additional relations in a way that the system involves n k q   unknowns. Then the process continues as in a.
above.
This approach ensures that the unknown uncertain quantities are estimated in a way that the equilibrium equations are satisfied to a highest extent that corresponds to the initial uncertainties. The next section illustrates the proposed interval algebraic approach.
Numerical applications
In this section we illustrate the new model of linear interval equilibrium equations and the interval algebraic approach to some models of structures. In order to avoid many technical details that will hamper the comprehension, no more than two dimensional problems are considered. The computations presented in this section are done by the Mathematica  package directed.m . JInterval library (Nadezhin and Zhilin, 2014) , can be used for this purpose, too. All numerical computations are done in exact (rational) interval arithmetic and then rounded outwardly to the presented floating point numbers. This is done on purpose so that round-off floating point errors do not obscure the full conformance of the new interval equilibrium equations to the problem physics, that is the interval equilibrium equations evaluate exactly to zero.
Statically determinate structures
Example 1 Consider a truss with two types of support and two external loads as shown in Figure 2 . Each horizontal panel has length 2.4m, the length of each vertical panels is 1.8m and the loads applied to joints E and G are = =12 Assuming clockwise direction as positive direction for the momenta and the standard positive y -axis for the y -components of forces, and applying the representation convention from Section 3, the interval equilibrium equations for the entire truss are
where BF l , HJ l , BJ l are the horizontal distances between the corresponding nodes. From these equations by algebraic transformations and by applying property (3) for addition in Kaucher interval arithmetic, we obtain the y-components B R , J R of the reactions at the supports as
Then from the interval equilibrium equation
for the y-coordinate of the forces at the joint G we obtain
With the obtained B R , J R , FG F the left-hand sides of all the considered interval equilibrium equations evaluate to zero.
If we had applied classical interval arithmetic approach to the deterministic equilibrium equations above, we would obtain the same interval 
Statically indeterminate structures
Here we present with more details and actual computations the example of a planar frame considered in Popova (2016) . The solution of the planar frame model is completely rewritten here in Example 2 and Example 3 following two different goals. Kulpa et al. (1998) Assuming small displacements and linear elastic material law, and using the method of forces, the frame is described in Kulpa et al. (1998) by the following set of equilibrium equations for forces and bending moments, see Figure 3 (b). 
1 12 1 
The equilibrium equations involve more unknowns than the number of the equations. Then, the three canonical equations linking bending moments with material properties (Young modulus E and momentum of inertia J of the beam cross-section) of the beams are given by 
The nominal values of the uncertain parameters are 12 24 = =1 l l , 23 = 0.75 l , and = 10 q . It is assumed that there is no prestressing of the structure due to inexact dimensions of the beams. For that, the uncertainties are considered either as errors of measurements of the elements of the already existing structure, or else assume the structure will be assembled from inexact elements, but in a way that does not lead to prestressing (e.g., by slightly moving appropriate supports when necessary).
In the worst-case analysis, interval enclosures for the unknown reactions and moments are found by bounding the united parametric solution set of the system (13) R is attained at the lower bound of 12 l and the upper bounds of the remaining interval parameters. Then, the sharpest intervals enclosing the exact ranges for the magnitude of the unknown reactions and momenta together with their directions (signs in front of the intervals) are presented in Table 2 . For this example, in exact arithmetic, the bounds obtained by the combinatorial approach, which gives the interval hull of all 16 point solutions to the linear systems at all possible endpoints of the parameter intervals, gives the same result as that presented in Table 2 . A Monte Carlo computation involving the 16 vertex solutions also gives the same result. However, for systems involving a large number of interval parameters, the combinatorial approach is not feasible. If the interval hull of the solution set p  is not attained at particular endpoints of the parameters, both the combinatorial approach and the computed Monte Carlo bounds will underestimate the true ranges of the solution components. The power of self-verified parametric interval solvers is in proving mathematical statements (e.g., Table 1 ) by fast floating-point computations which are feasible even for large number of interval parameters, see the example in Section 5 of Popova (2017b) . Table 1 Monotonic dependence of the solution components of the system (13) with respect to interval parameters 12 l , 23 l , 24 l , q having 1% uncertainties in lengths and 15% uncertainty in the load
Basing on classical interval arithmetic, the interval model of the equilibrium equations (7)- (11) just replaces the deterministic parameters by interval ones. With the exact values from Table 2 the evaluated values for all equations are presented in Table 3 . These values deviate from the desired interval [0, 0] and thus confirm the claim in Elishakoff et al. (2015) , Mazandarani (2015) that interval equilibrium equations based on classical interval arithmetic may not correspond to the problem physics. 
Table 3
Evaluating the interval equations corresponding to (7)- (11) with the exact bounds for the unknowns from The results in Table 3 may lead to a wrong conclusion that the interval enclosures of the unknowns, presented in Table 2 , are not sharp enough. Therefore we consider the correct model of interval equilibrium equations corresponding to the deterministic equations (7)-(11). According to the considerations in Popova (2017a) and Section 3, the deterministic equations (7)- (11) Dual( ) = 0, 
2 4 24 24 24
Following the deterministic model, the exact interval values from Table 2 are replaced in the equations (14)- (18) according to the conversion convention of Section 3. The latter means that the negative intervals 21 24 1 1 , , , Table 2 are replaced in equations (14)- (18) (14)- (18) gives the intervals presented in Table 4 . These intervals show that the interval enclosures of the unknowns, presented in Table 2 and obtained by the classical interval approach, are quite good. Table 4 Evaluating the interval equilibrium equations (14)- (18) with the unknowns from Example 2 shows that the new interval model of equilibrium equations, which corresponds exactly to the physics of static equilibrium, can be used for verifying the quality of the obtained interval enclosures of the unknown vector quantities. Why there are nonzero intervals in Table 4 will be discussed in the next example.
Example 3 In this example we consider the same planar frame from Example 2 and use the new interval model of equilibrium equations (14)- (18) to find interval bounds for the unknown momenta and reactions.
Since the equations (14)- (18) (18) is completely satisfied for any of the three levels of uncertainty in Table 2 . The newly obtained intervals 4 y R are slightly narrower than those in Table 2 because the expression (19) involves subtraction and division of differently directed intervals.
From equation (17), by applying properties (3) and (2), we obtain R and in exact arithmetic, the equilibrium equation (15) is completely satisfied for any of the three levels of uncertainty in Table 2 .
From equation (16) 
Since 3 R R and by those in Table 2 because the equation involves only two opposite vectors.
Summarising the results for Example 3, where the unknown reactions are obtained by an algebraic approach applied to interval equilibrium equations (14)- (18) Table   2 . The enclosure 3 y R from Table 2 underestimates the newly obtained enclosure 3 y R . This is because interval forces in the interval equilibrium model are like connected vessels -expanding some interval enclosures shrinks the enclosure of others (and vice versa), so that the equilibrium equations are always satisfied. This property is particularly important because not always we can obtain the sharpest interval enclosures of the unknowns involved in the additional relations.
(ii) In case of 1% uncertain lengths and 15% uncertain load, the newly obtained enclosures of the reactions completely satisfy all interval equilibrium equations (14)- (18). In case of 1% uncertainty in all interval parameters, only the interval equilibrium equation (16) is not completely satisfied.
The algebraic approach should be applied carefully. It is not universally applicable to all models based on equilibrium equations. For example, the equations modelling the displacements at the nodes of a statically indeterminate truss structure with applied loads are based on force equilibrium equations. However, similarly to equation (12), the force equilibrium equations are linked to the material properties of the beams. Therefore, similarly to equation (12), the equations for the displacements in a statically indeterminate truss structure may be solved by the classical interval methods. The new interval equilibrium equations model summation of vector quantities with opposite directions and interval magnitude. This implies the applicability of the interval algebraic approach to those models or those parts of models which involve unknown vector summands.
Conclusion
In this article we considered and compared two different interval models of linear equilibrium equations:
1 The deterministic equilibrium equation(s) modelled by classical interval arithmetic. This model provides only a rough enclosure of the equilibrium even by the exact ranges of the unknowns.
2 A new interval model of linear equilibrium equations is presented in Section 3. It is based on the properties of an algebraic completion of classical interval arithmetic and aims at a complete (or a better) satisfaction of the equilibrium principle.
Both models (1) and (2), and the interval enclosures they provide, are mathematically correct. However, the two models have different properties, some of them discussed in the present article. For a logical interpretation of models (1) and (2) see, e.g., Sainz et al. (2014) and Elishakoff et al. (2015) . The new interval model of linear equilibrium equations in mechanics contributes to the development of more realistic and accurate interval models that conform to the problem physics. An attractive property of this model is its straightforward and transparent application to the deterministic models. By a simple representation convention one can easily transform a deterministic formulation into a unique interval arithmetic formulation in the interval space ( , , , )     and the computations are done in the same rich algebraic space. Since the ranges of the unknown physical quantities are proper intervals, the obtained results must be always interpreted in the original physical setting of the problem. The latter means that the results in  must be projected on the interval space  .
The main and the widest application of the interval algebraic approach to linear equilibrium equations is for computing the resultant of differently directed uncertain vector quantities. As demonstrated by several examples, the new interval equilibrium equations allow accounting for the dependencies between interval parameters from the very beginning of the modelling process, and thus providing realistic and sharp interval enclosures of some model parameters to be used in the subsequent computations, cf. Example 1. In more complicated examples of statically indeterminate structures involving equilibrium equations, the algebraic approach in Kaucher arithmetic and the classical interval arithmetic approach should be combined in a hybrid approach, as it is done in Example 3.
The interval model of linear equilibrium equations in terms of proper and improper intervals is the true interval model of these equations because it conforms to the problem physics. Independently of the way interval enclosures of the unknown quantities are obtained from an interval model involving equilibrium equations, the genuine interval model of these equations can be used for verifying the quality of the obtained interval enclosures of the unknowns.
The comparison of the two interval models of linear equilibrium equations will continue in some other papers.
